
Oil & NATURAL GAS COMMISSIO
(B.O.'.) KARMACHARIS NGH T
Reg. No. (By - II - 8268) Tel. : 2659 9775

Krishna Kunj No.2, C-Wing, Flat No. 304, Tambe Nagar, Mulund (W), Mumbai - 400 080.

DATE: 5\O?>\10

To
Director-Offshore
ONGC,
Jeevan Bharati, Tower II,
Indira Gandhi Chouck,
New Delhi.

Subject: Appreciation toward herculean effort dedicated in reviving
NKPlatform which was deserted for more than ten years.

Chairman's award. Mainly with the constrained infrastructure all over in the

field i.e. "Spare parts not available", half of the positive psychological blend of

mind ebbs out, but the resilience shown by the team, toiling in the tough

weather condition one is exposed to in unmanned platforms for the success is

exemplary.

This is at a time when naughty nature had been smiling at us from a hands

distance for almost two decades, making us starve of any new oil find.

Karmachari Sanghatna while appreciating the entire NK team immaterial of

whatever big or small every individual has contributed, mainly salutes Mr. V.K.

Uttam SE(P); Mr. C. M. Gaur SE(Inst.); for providing all kind of support

including logistic assistance to Mr. U. R. Bhave EE(P); and Mr. Nitin

Nandgaonkar CM(Inst) for putting in three continuous shifts (14days each) in

the unmanned platform and going to various platforms in search of compatible

instrument & spare parts in achieving the feet unparallel, dedicating 1140 bbls

per day of black gold to the organization and the nation.



It is pertinent to mention how difficult it was, what they had to encounter, the

delepated condition of test header valves, flow lines, gas injection lines leaking

with corrosion mainly Instrumentation, starting from Well Shutdown Panel test

header valve actuators, lUG skid, Gas distribution net work, test separator

SDV, LCV, PCV, LT, LG, , PD Meter nothing was operational. It was like

completely re-commissioning the entire Platform.

Once again congratulating the entire team, we request your esteemed authority

to aptly reward the effort so that it raises the moral of one and all ONGCians

working in offshore, who are striving hard to maintain healthy production

levels.

With regards
Thanking you,

o rs faithfully,

(Pradeep Mayekar)
General Secretary
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